FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
2017 MTV Movie & TV Awards Diamond Jewelry Round-Up:
Young Hollywood embraced on-trend diamond looks
for the red carpet
May 7, 2017 (Los Angeles, CA) -- Ingenues from film, TV and music chose fun and fresh diamond jewelry
for the inaugural MTV Movie & TV Awards this evening which proved to be a strong night for women onscreen and in real life. A mix of vintage-inspired and contemporary diamond rings were on display, as well
as feminine diamond earrings.
"Diamonds were the gemstone of choice on tonight’s MTV Movie & TV Awards red carpet,"
shared Deborah Marquardt, Chief Marketing Officer of the Diamond Producers Association. From
nominee Hailee Steinfeld’s mixture of diamond and platinum rings by Neil Lane to YouTube star Jess
Conte’s flirty marquis cut diamond cascade drop earrings, modern diamond looks were standout style
statements. "A new generation is embracing diamonds for reasons beyond just their beauty, and making
them their own. They recognize that diamonds are natural, authentic, and each is as unique as the
wearer."

Hailee Steinfeld in Diamond Jewelry by Neil Lane

Peyton List in Diamond Earrings by Chanel Fine Jewelry

-continued-

Jess Conte in Diamond Earrings by David Bader NY

Camila Cabello in Diamond Earrings by Neil Lane

List of Nominees, presenters and performers wearing diamond jewelry at the 2017
MTV Movie & TV Awards:
Hailee Steinfeld - Diamond and Platinum Large Navette Ring, Diamond and Platinum Pear Shape Ring
and a Diamond and Platinum Pave Ring by Neil Lane
Camila Cabello – Diamond and Platinum 3 Ball Earrings and a Diamond, Rubellite and Platinum Hexagon
Ring by Neil Lane
Peyton List – Diamond Earrings by Chanel Fine Jewelry
Jess Conte – Marquis Hanging Diamond Earrings set in Platinum by David Bader NY

About the Diamond Producers Association
The Diamond Producers Association (DPA) is an international alliance of the world's leading diamond
mining companies, united in their commitment to best-in-class ethical and sustainable operations and
transparent business practices. Together, DPA members represent the majority of world diamond
production. The DPA’s mission is to protect and promote the integrity and reputation of diamonds and
the diamond industry.
For press inquiries, please contact Lauren Weintraub – pr@diamondproducers.com
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